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1. Objective

3. Line Search

7. Implementation Cues

• Digital libraries like Europeana, HathiTrust Digital
Library, World eBook Library, and National Digital
Library of India (NDLI) are popular.

• Consider a humanities digital library.

Offline phase:

• User should be able to search over primary works by
typing memorable lines (e.g., Ten thousand saw I at
a glance).

• Input: A primary work P (possibly in a collection C),
secondary works R

• Line search is a desirable feature though not always
supported.

For each primary work P , identify all secondary works
S ⊆ R that cite P . Named entity recognition and
disambiguation are useful here [3].

• Common discovery services are keyword-based search &
source-browse.
• Semantic search can lead to better retrieval of resources.
But building semantic search engine is complex.

• Technically, it is similar to phrase queries.

• Output: A semantic network connecting P , C, R

• We propose a search technique that imbibes some
characteristics of semantic search but is simpler.
• PROPOSED IDEA: A humanities digital library
should allow users to search using lines, instead of just
titles / authors / keywords of works. Retrieved results
should contain primary works as well as secondary
works that cite the primary works. These citing
documents enrich search results semantically.
“and lines of old songs... / will aye come back /
once in a blue moon to us / unbidden”

2. Search Intent and Techniques

4. Semantic Enrichment of Search
Results
• Consider Wordsworth’s poem Daffodils.
• Suppose query is Ten thousand saw I at a glance.
• If query is navigational, it is okay to return the poem
only.
• If query is informational, enrich results with secondary
works (e.g., research papers, essays) that cite the poem
explicitly (by the poem’s input line) or implicitly (by
quoting other lines from the poem or referring to it by
title). Here, we assume it is informational.

Semantic network of literary works.

Online phase:
For query line L, find matching primary work P , then
retrieve matching secondary works S using above network.
Segregate S into S1 and S2 for ranking.

8. Where is NDLI in Search Space?
Technique
Supported?
Lexical search
X
Faceted / Parametric search
X
Semantically enriched line search
×
Full semantic search
×

Taxonomy of search intent [1].

9. Conclusion and Future Work

Taxonomy of search techniques.

• Academic queries are usually either navigational or
informational [2].
• Through navigational query, user intends to reach a
specific site.
– Example: doi:10.1215/9780822391623
• Through informational query, user intends to find some
information assumed available in the repository.
– Example: nature in Wordsworth’s Daffodils
• What are Daffodils, I wandered lonely as a
cloud, Ten thousand saw I at a glance?
– Results depend on search intent.

5. General Model of Semantically
Enriched Line Search
• Suppose user searches with query line L.
– Assume L is a popular line from some primary literary
work P that can be unambiguously identified.

• Line search and its semantic enrichment with secondary
works are proposed for a humanities digital library.
• Implementation and user study are next steps.
• How to determine if a query is navigational or
informational? Simple policy: if primary audience is
research scholars, assume informational; else, assume
navigational. Need to validate it.

• Let S be the set of secondary works that cite P where
– S = S1 ∪ S2 where
∗ S1 = set of secondary works that cite P by quoting
line L
∗ S2 = set of secondary works that cite P without
quoting line L.
• Retrieved results should contain {P } ∪ S1 ∪ S2 with
relative ranking {P }  S1  S2.
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Some issues:
• Suppose L occurs in multiple primary works. Then apply
above process to each primary work.
• Suppose L is noisy. Then use approximate string
similarity.
• Suppose L cannot be traced back to any specific primary
work. Then treat L as bag-of-words and perform simple
lexical search.

Parametric search in NDLI (Variation of lexical search).

6. How It Looks
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Google search with semantic capability.

First result is primary work, rest are citations.

